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Preamble

UNICAM appointed you as a project manager, and is asking you to develop a complex software system. You have to
provide soon some forecasting in order to decide on how to proceed with the project.

In deriving your prediction you should consider that the daily gross salary of the UNICAM employees is as following
specified:

• Senior developer/Analysts: 400e
• Junior developer: 250e

Moreover historical data show that the company generally experiments a 65% overhead

Exercise 1.

At first in order to derive a more reliable estimation you sketch a set of workpackages (WPs) and tasks that you consider
necessary in order to complete the project. Tasks, expected durations, and their mutual dependencies are detailed in
Table 1 (add the missing values for the standard deviation).

Table 1: Activities time estimations (in days)

To derive a first estimation you apply the PERT approach to compute:

• the duration of the project

• the probability to successfully terminate task T1.3 by day 27, task T4.1 by day 41 and task T3.3 by day 27.

• Compute the deadline by which the probability of having finished the project is 95%

• while you are running the project you recognize that the dependencies for task T4.2 can be revised, and according to
the new understanding it could start as soon as T3.3 ends (so no need to wait for tasks T1.3 and T2.3. Which would
be the duration of the project if you put in place the modification? Which is the probability to end the project by
day 50?

Note: In deriving the PERT network you should try to reduce the number of nodes as much as possible. 12 points



Exercise 2.

Now you want to derive a plan applying the critical chain method. For each activity the duration you consider is the one
reported in Table 1, and indicated as te, while as comfort zones you consider the ones corresponding to a duration leading
to 90% (use a value for z = 1, 28) of probability of terminating the activity itself. In addition you judge that 33% is the
percentage to use to compute the project buffer and 25% the percentage for the feeding buffers (use ceiling to the whole
day in order to approximate the numbers you get). In the plan consider that the activities for which the foreseen end
coincides with the end of the project do not need a corresponding feeding buffer.

After having derived the sheduling for the project, according to the critical chain method, you want to derive a cost
estimation allocating the resources indicated in Table 2 applying a uniform distribution over the duration of each activity.
In deriving the plan you should consider that the following constraints could affect the total cost of the project:

• the company does not have more than 8 Senior Developers and 8 Junior Developers. The cost for recruitment
activities accounts to 10000e for each resource to be recruited at junior level and 15000eat senior level

• in order to simplify management activities:
– resources are charged to the project budget for a minimum of 2 days (i.e. in case a resource is assigned to a

project and then released for less then 2 days in any case the budget to be considered is the one corresponding
to two days) still trying to postpone the start of activities as much as possible.

– resources should not be released for less than two days, otherwise the costs that will be charged on the project
will be in any case two days (i.e. in case a resource is assigned to the project then released and then again
reallocated to the project with a resulting gap smaller or equal to two days the cost to consider is in any case
two days).

Task Effort Task Effort Task Effort Task Effort
T1.1 6 SD/6 JD T2.1 28 SD/28 JD T3.1 15 SD/10 JD T4.1 14 SD/14 JD
T1.2 8 SD/4 JD T2.2 30 SD/24 JD T3.2 20 SD/10 JD T4.2 28 SD/28 JD
T1.3 65 SD/52 JD T2.3 30 SD/30 JD T3.3 9 SD/18 JD T4.3 42 SD/21 JD
T1.4 27 SD/18 JD T4.4 12 SD/18 JD

Table 2: Foreseen effort for each project task in terms of Senior Developers (SD) and Junior Developers (JD)

1. Provide the resource allocation and compute the total cost,when no optimization is applied to reduce the possible
additional costs listed above.

2. Optimize as much as you can the plan, so to reduce the project total cost (consider that here it is not possible to
split the foreseen tasks in subtasks).

– Tables 3 and 4 at the end of the exam text are provided for your convenience –

12 points

Question 1.

Imagine of being at day 30 in a project and you observe that complexively hwat you earned so far ca be accounted for
50ke while you face costs for 60ke which corresponds also to the value you should had earned at that day, according to
the plan. Provides values for:

• Schedule variance, Cost performance index, Schedule performance index

Assuming that the cost at completion of the project were 100ke which would be the revised estimation now? 3 points

Question 2.

Describe what a burn down chart is and how it can be used in a SCRUM team (who is responsible for managing it? What
kind of information it conveys? What happens if stories are added to the sprint while it is running? . . . ) 3 points

Question 3.

Explain what information radiators are, and why are they used? 3 points



Table 3: Exercise 2 - Resource Allocation



Table 4: Exercise 2 - Resource Allocation



Table 5: Conversion z to probability and viceversa


